Clarion WQ Subwoofers

With decades of experience in designing subwoofers, the WQ Series offers smooth frequency response and great extension to bring out the detail and emotion in your music. Careful selection of moving parts combined with a rigid reinforced fibreglass and paper cone ensure deep, tight and dynamic bass.

Enhanced Power Handling

All Clarion Subwoofers feature vented pole pieces, high temperature voice coil formers and our Spider Exhaust Technology voice coil cooling to prevent power compression and thermal damage. These technologies also work together to prevent air from being pressurized under the spider and dust cap for improved linearity at high excursion levels. The result are subwoofers that sound great at moderate listening levels, but that can also be pushed hard when you want to shake body panels!

Clarion WG Subwoofers

The WG Series subwoofers from Clarion employ many of the same technologies found on the WQ Series for excellent, reliable performance without breaking the bank. WG Series subwoofers have a low mass cone assembly, and are a perfect choice for enthusiasts looking for dynamic bass response.

Clarion Shallow Subwoofers

Put your bass where you want it, not where convention dictates, with Clarion Shallow Mount Subwoofers. Enjoy all the bass you ever wanted in your pickup truck or sports car with subwoofer mounting depths just over 3 inches. Clarion WF subwoofers are optimized for small (0.5 - 0.6 ft³) ported enclosures for maximum output and power handling.
Advanced Multiaxial and Component Speakers Provide a New Sense of Realism and Detail to Your Music

Strontium Magnets

Clarion speakers feature Strontium Ferrite magnets that offer a stronger magnetic field for increased efficiency and improved dynamics and bass response. Clarion speakers offer excellent value and performance in sizes from 4” to 6”x9” and everything in between.

ACMI-PP Cone Woofer for Intense Sound

Clarion’s SRQ-Series speakers feature woofer cones made of an Aramid-Polypropylene compound which is capable of delivering explosive lows. This ACMI (Aramid/Carbon/Mica Injection)-PP cone material offers a superior balance of flexibility and rigidity to faithfully reproduce powerful bass, and attractive Luster dark gray color.
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